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Obscrvations by the lJlysses plasma experiment at high latitudes of
the solar wind indicate a steady, high speed wind (about 750 km/see,
with variations typically less than 50 km/see), Above 35 dcgrccs latitude, over a ~angc of radial distances from about 4.6 AIJ to 2.6 AIJ,
the entropy pm proton on the average has remained roughly constant,
indicating the approximately adiabatic behavior of the proton distribution at high latitu dcs. ‘l’he variation in entropy (and similarly, protoli temperature) seen at high latitudes is positively correlated with
t]) e solar wind velocity. q’here is a modest positive correlation of the
alpha/proton density ratio with the solar wind velocity. Velocity is
allticorrclal,ed with density, mass flux is approximately independent of
velocity, and momentum flu x is positively correlated with velocity. q’hc
velocity cliffcrcncc between alpha particles and protons does not vary
.pycatly, and in units of the Alfvcn speed is typically from 0.5 to 0.6
at high latitudes. No significant latitudinal or radial gradient in the
proton temperature anisotropy is found. IIowever, present estimates of
temperature anisotropics are obtained using a moment summing technique for data reduction that does not include the effects of the instrument response. An improved analysis using a model fitting technique
to remove the instrument response is in progress, and improved results
conccrnin.g temperature anisotropies will be presented at the meeting.
2’lIc ratio of alpha particle temperature to proton temperature at high
latitudes is about 5; improved results for this parameter based upon
rcmowd of instrument response will also be presented at the meeting.
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